USER GUIDE: 68C-12SS enhanced body balance control with seat slider

1 seat height adjustment - Adjust the seat height by lifting your weight out of the chair and pulling up on the paddle. Proper seat height is realized when the top of your legs are somewhat parallel to the floor.

2 back tension adjustment - Rotate to the front of the chair to increase back tension. Rotate to the back of the chair to decrease back tension.

3 tilt limiter - Rotate all the way to the front of the chair to lock the back in the upright position. When rotating back, you will hear a click, this represents a limited range of tilt – still in active seated position, another click back, allows user to transition from passive to active seated position, and one more click back, provides access to full range of motion.

4 seat slider (-12SS) - Pull up on paddle while shifting your weight forward to move your seat forward or backward to move your seat back.